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Furniture
by KRJST Studio
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www.krjststudio.com

https://www.krjststudio.com/


Erika Schillebeeckx and Justine de Moriamé, two 
Belgian artists, are working as a duo under the name 
of KRJST in the textile art and design field since 2012. 
In addition to their research around compositions, 
shapes, colors, textures and yarns, their work is 
also engaging and reflecting the notion of space and 
surrounding. Those notions makes them naturally 
develop and exchange around an expansive vision 
about how art and design can integrate and live in 
private and public spaces. By sharing their passion 
for creativity and art, their aim is to bring beauty and 
quality into everyday life and connect people with art 
in their daily life.

Inspired by the Japanese Wabi-Sabi philosophy, 
KRJST furniture handcraftedly captures the essence 
of materials (mostly Belgian wood, metal and printed 
KRJST fabrics) and highlights its beauty in the most 
natural way. Authentic, colorful, fresh, comfortable 
and local, each piece results from an exclusive 
partnership between artists, architects and craftsmen. 
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<
Lincoln Magma chair (01)

Chilean Bruma-Log chair (05)

Chilean Rocca-Log chair (04)

Chilean Flos-Log chair (03)

Lincoln Rocca chair (02)
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<
Victor White tall stool (06) Victor Black tall stool (07)

 
Sparky stool (08)
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<
Skakkja high table (09)
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<
Rocca Pouf footstool (10) Pictura Pouf footstool (11)



Parachut’hamacu Grey hammock (12)



Parachut’hamacu Yellow hammock (13)
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<
Auca-Nebula IV table (14) Auca-Nebula V table (15)
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<
Oceanus bench seat (16) Sahara bench seat (17) Rocca-Fauna bench seat (18)
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Cate Double-Bankett bench seat (20)

Cate Bankett bench seat (19)

Transatlantic Rocca-Faunus deckchair (22)

Transatlantic Oceanus deckchair (21)
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<
Truncus Nude chair (23)

Truncus Nude stool (25)

Truncus Black chair (24)

Truncus Black stool (26)

Truncus Aer tall stool (27)

Truncus bench (28)
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<
Caelifera White table (29) Caelifera Black table (30) Caelifera Marbled table (31) Caelifera Big table (32)





Hamacu Tria-Branca porch swing (33)
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<
Texo screen (34) Barry bin (35)





Typefaces : Noto Serif JP by Google, Pimpante by KRJST Studio.




